Hahn Trophies Move to Conn Library

From its construction in 1926 until the early 1960s, the Hahn Administration Building served as the campus Training School where education students could obtain practical teaching experience under the supervision of faculty. The school housed classrooms for grades K through 12. Students in the Training School participated in inter-scholastic activities and competitions with area schools. They even had their own Boy Scout troop. Over the years the students won trophies for achievements in athletics and other areas. These trophies were displayed in a case in Hahn until renovations in Hahn necessitated that they be given a new home. In October these trophies were transferred to the Archives in the Conn Library. These 35 trophies are now on display in a case near the northwest corner of the reference room in the Library. The trophies are mainly for basketball, but there are also those for football, track, cheerleading, and music as well as two awarded to the Boy Scout troop.

Preserving and displaying these trophies help keep alive the memory of the Training School which for so many years was an integral part of the mission of Wayne State College.

- Marcus Schlichter

Quick Research Tip

New Database Search Boxes on Homepage

You may have noticed a new look to the library homepage. It now highlights six popular databases with colorful search boxes. Highlighted databases include:

- General—Academic Search Premier
- Education—ERIC
- Business—Business Source Elite
- Life Science—CSA Illumina
- News—LexisNexis
- Speech Topics—CQ Researcher

You can still get to the full database list by clicking on the link underneath the search boxes.
Human Rights in the Global Information Society
Rikke Frank Jorgensen
WSC eBook
“The first United Nations World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), held in December 2003, recognized the connections between information technology and human rights with a Declaration of Principles—in effect, the first “constitution” for cyberspace—that called for the development of the information society to conform to recognized standards of human rights.

- BOOKS IN PRINT

Human Rights in the War on Terror
Richard Willson
WSC Stacks 341.481 W697
“This book asks whether human rights, since the 9/11 attacks and the ‘war on terror,’ are a luxury we can no longer afford, or rights that must always remain a fundamental part of democratic politics, in order to determine the boundary between individual freedom and government tyranny.”

- BOOKS IN PRINT

American Exceptionalism and Human Rights
Michael Ignatieff
WSC Stacks 323.0973 Ig5
“Does America still play by the rules it helped create? [This book] addresses this question as it applies to U.S. behavior in relation to international human rights. [Essays seek] to show and explain how America’s approach to human rights differs from that of most other Western nations.”

- BOOKS IN PRINT

For a larger listing, click on New Arrivals on the library homepage, or just visit the New Books Shelf in the library.
Database Spotlight:
Biographies Plus Illustrated

What is it?
Making this the first stop for any biographic inquiry, Wilson Biographies Plus Illustrated includes in-depth, full-text profiles, with more than 32,000 photographs of the subjects, plus up-to-date bibliographies. With coverage of newsmakers and figures of prominence from a wide range of fields, it encompasses biographical coverage from a host of high quality Wilson biographical resources, including Current Biography, the World Authors Series, and the Junior Authors & Illustrators series. In addition, Wilson Biographies Plus Illustrated includes over 65,000 profiles licensed from a number of respected reference publishers.

Where can I find it?
Go to the homepage of the WSC Library and select See full electronic database list under Find Journal Articles. Then look for the direct link.

How can I learn more about it?
To view a tutorial, click on the question mark icon after the database name on the database page.
New “Banned Books” Class This Spring

Conn Library is offering a brand new online course this spring, IDS 368W1: Banned Books & Censorship in Libraries & Schools. This 2-hour course will introduce students to the censorship of books in libraries and schools. In addition to learning about authors and books that have been banned and/or challenged in the past and present, students will discover why books are banned and/or challenged, what the courts say about the issue, and how librarians and school officials balance First Amendment rights with book selection and challenges.

During the course, students will have an opportunity to read banned and challenged books from the 20th and 21st century. In addition to learning what censored authors feel about censorship, they will discover how they themselves feel about the topic through online discussions and assignments.

Want to learn more? Contact Valerie Knight at vaknigh1@wsc.edu or 375-7443.

Other online library courses offered this spring:
- IDS 196W0 - Database Review (1 cr hr)
- IDS 368W2 - Internet Issues (1 cr hr)
- IDS 368W3 - Uncle Sam & You (1 cr hr)

eBook Numbers Continue to Grow

Ever needed a book but couldn’t make it to the library? Well, don’t worry, you can access one online! Conn Library’s ebook collection exceeds over 39,000 titles from all major subject areas. New titles are constantly being added. For instance, five of the most recent additions include Harrison’s Manual of Medicine, Peace Process, Revising Your Dissertation, Concealment and Exposure, and Creating an Inclusive School. All ebooks are available through the library catalog. Just click on the title and then choose the WSC link. The first time you access an ebook you will need to download the Ebrary Reader available from the library website.

Need a Reserves Head Start?

It’s that time of year again… time to start thinking about the next semester of classes. That includes library reserves.

Now is the time to remove items on reserve for fall and plan what you need reserved for spring. Any faculty member may place materials on reserve for student use in checkout periods of 1 hour, 2 hours, 1 day or 3 days. Materials may be brought in anytime throughout the semester. However, a Reserve Materials Form must accompany each submission.

For details and a link to the Reproducible Reserve Form, choose Services > Reserves from the library homepage.
**EMPOWER Your Students with Information Literacy!**

Tired of students turning in papers with poor resources? Wish your students would understand and use the library more effectively?

Then, you know that they need to know why, when, and how to use different types of sources and how to pick the best sources for their needs, aka—INFORMATION LITERACY!

Conn Library is now offering a complete online information literacy package that you can use in your classes. Each module steps students through the topic with videos, games, and interactive elements. At the end of each module, they can take a short quiz. Students with passing scores can even print off their quiz results to turn in for a grade. Have your students work through one or more of the following modules today!

**Starting Your Research**
- define "information literacy."
- identify a variety of information sources.
- select the correct source for your information need.
- identify Conn Library services.

**Choosing Your Topic**
- define the purpose of your research.
- broaden and narrow a topic.
- build a research question from your topic.

**Using the Catalog**
- recognize that the catalog contains more than just books.
- find items using a variety of search strategies.
- identify a call number and locate items within the library.
- request items from Chadron State or Peru State.

**Finding Articles**
- distinguish between popular and scholarly periodicals.
- choose a database appropriate to your need.
- use the different functions of electronic databases.
- find full text and print articles.

**Using the Web**
- understand the organization of the internet.
- use library web resources and non-library web resources.
- use search engines efficiently.
- evaluate the content you find in a website.

**Citing Sources**
- recognize different parts of a citation.
- describe when to cite sources used in your work.
- list ways to avoid plagiarism.
- understand the reasons for copyright.

**Using Distance Services**
- log into and access WSC library resources from a distance.
- request delivery of library materials from Conn Library.
- access special electronic resources online.
- contact a librarian dedicated to distance students.

Use the link on the library homepage or go to: [http://tinyurl.com/wscempower](http://tinyurl.com/wscempower)

Questions? Contact Valerie Knight at 375-7443.
Life just got easier for students who wanted electronic images of documents and art. Conn Library’s second floor computer lab now hosts two scanners for student use—one flatbed (behind the desk in the main room), and one feeder (in the small room to the east).

What is a scanner?

“A scanner is an external device used to record data on to the computer. The data can include photographs, book pages, and other images already on a piece of paper. The scanner is like a copy machine, but instead of printing the item on a piece of paper, the digital image gets placed on the computer screen. Items are scanned, transmitted from the scanner to the computer, by two types of scanners, a flatbed scanner and a sheetfed scanner. A flatbed scanner can scan paper documents, books, photographs and other flat objects, as well as photographic slides with the additional slide attachment. A sheetfed scanner can only scan flat pieces of paper including documents, newspaper and magazine clippings and photographs.”